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How do we view mother nature and her enticing landscapes to awaken the Soul? What does the earth have to contribute to our inner
growth? Mary Reynolds Thompson chats with The Soul Matrix to share her wisdom on how our natural surroundings are perfectly
designed by nature to awaken the Wild Soul. Join us to discover how your own environment might reclaim the wild soul within you! Mary
Reynolds Thompson is an author, applied poetry and journal facilitator, and life coach dedicated to bringing forth the Wild Soul Story.Â
She is author of Embrace Your Inner Wild:52 Reflections for an Eco-Centric World and Reclaiming the Wild Soul:How Earthâ€™s
Landscapes Restore Us to Wholeness. Comments. Post comment. And reclaim that soul, we must, if we are to find a way towards an
Earth that can sustain itself in the face of human consumption and population. She writes in a way that makes you care about this
planet, see its beauty on deep levels, and revel in precious moments of discovery and mystery."Â Reclaiming the Wild Soul is nothing
short of miraculous. As a lover of all things wild and free I am a firm believer in the power of place; that there is one particular place; one
particular landscape that exists in which we are most able to feel the restorative power and voice that can only come from connecting to
that from which we evolved; Nature.Â Yes, I agree how the Earth's landscapes restore us to wholeness but this is not reality for the
majority of us today. Ashland, OR -- June 23, 2014 â€” Marin writer, poet, and earth advocate Mary Reynolds Thompson's new book
Reclaiming the Wild Soul: How Earth's Landscapes Restore Us to Wholeness (White Cloud Press, October 2014) will release with a
book launch celebration at Book Passage in Corte Madera on Sunday, October 5 at 1 pm (51 Tamal Vista Blvd.) In writing about nature
we discover the wildness that stirs within our own psyches and souls-- or in the words of the poet John Moffitt, To look at this green and
say, â€œI have seen spring in these Woods,â€ will not do â€“ you must Be the thing you see."
https://centerpost.rowecenter.org/â€¦/thâ€¦/ See More. English (US) Â· Suomi Â· Svenska Â· EspaÃ±ol Â· PortuguÃªs (Brasil).Â
Workshop Leader Mary Reynolds Thompson Mary Reynolds Thompson is the author of "Embrace Your Inner Wild" and "Reclaiming the
Wild Soul: How Earthâ€™s Landscapes Restore Us to Wholeness". She is also an instructor for the non-profit TreeSisters, a facilitator
of poetry therapy and journal therapy, an See more at CENTERPOST.ROWECENTER.ORG.

